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The Structure of Scientific Revolutions

ing the use of each concept introduced. That can be left to the
writer of textbooks. Given a textbook, however, the creative
scientist can begin his research where it leaves off and thus concentrate exclusively upon the subtlest and most esoteric aspects
of the natural phenomena that concern his group. And as he
does this, his research communiques will begin to change in
ways whose evolution has been too little studied but whose
modem end products are obvious to all and oppressive to many.
No longer will his researches usually be embodied in books addressed, like Franklin's Experiments ... on Electricity or Darwin's Origin of Species, to anyone who might be interested in
the subject matter of the field. Instead they will usually appear
as brief articles addressed only to professional colleagues, the
men whose knowledge of a shared paradigm can be assumed
and who prove to be the only ones able to read the papers addressed to them.
Today in the sciences, books are usually either texts or retrospective reflections upon one aspect or another of the scientific
life. The scientist who writes one is more likely to find his professional reputation impaired than enhanced. Only in the earlier, pre-paradigm, stages of the development of the various
sciences did the book ordinarily possess the same relation to
professional achievement that it still retains in other creative
fields. And only in those fields that still retain the book, with
or without the article, as a vehicle for research communication
are the lines of professionalization still so loosely drawn that the
layman may hope to follow progress by reading the practitioners' original reports. Both in mathematics and astronomy,
research reports had ceased already in antiquity to be intelligible to a generally educated audience. In dynamics, research
became similarly esoteric in the later Middle Ages, and it recaptured general intelligibility only briefly during the early seventeenth century when a new paradigm replaced the one that had
guided medieval research. Electrical research began to require
transla tion for the layman before the end of the eighteenth century, and most other fields of physical science ceased to be generally accessible in the nineteenth. During the same two cen-
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The Nature and Necessity of Scientific Revolutions
sent Einsteinian space, time, and mass. But the physical referents of these Einsteinian concepts are by no means identical
with those of the Newtonian concepts that bear the same name.
(Newtonian mass is conserved; Einsteinian is convertible with
energy. Only at low relative velocities may the two be measured
in the same way, and even then they must not be conceived to
be the same.) Unless we change the definitions of the variables
in the N1's, the statements we have derived are not Newtonian.
U we do change them, we cannot properly be said to have derived Newton's Laws, at least not in any sense of "derive" now
generally recognized. Our argument has, of course, explained
why Newton's Laws ever seemed to work. In doing so it has
justified, say, an automobile driver in acting as though he lived
in a Newtonian universe. An argument of the same type is used
to justify teaching earth-centered astronomy to surveyors. But
the argument has still not done what it purported to do. It has
not, that is, shown Newton's Laws to be a limiting case of Einstein's. For in the passage to the limit it is not only the forms of
the laws that have changed. Simultaneously we have had to
alter the fundamental structural elements of which the universe
to which they apply is composed.
This need to change the meaning of established and familiar
concepts is central to the revolutionary impact of Einstein's
theory. Though subtler than the changes from geocentrism to
heliocentrism, from phlogiston to oxygen, or from corpuscles
to waves, the resulting conceptual transformation is no less decisively destructive of a previously established paradigm. We
may even come to see it as a prototype for revolutionary reorientations in the sciences. Just because it did not involve the introduction of additional objects or concepts, the transition from
Newtonian to Einsteinian mechanics illustrates with particular
clarity the scientific revolution as a displacement a the conceptual network through which scientists view the world.
These remarks should suffice to show what might, in another
philosophical climate, have been taken for granted. At least for
scientists, most of the apparent differences between a discarded
scientific theory and its successor are real. Though an out-of101
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date theory can always be viewed as a special case of its up-todate successor, it must be transformed for the purpose. And the
transformation is one that can be undertaken only with the advantages of hindsight, the explicit guidance of the more recent
theory. Furthermore, even if that transformation were a legitimate device to employ in interpreting the older theory, the
result of its application would be a theory so restricted that it
could only restate what was already known. Because of its economy, that restatement would have utility, but it could not suffice for the guidance of research.
Let us, therefore, now take it for granted that the differences
between successive paradigms are both necessary and irreconcilable. Can we then say more explicitly what sorts of differences
these are? The most apparent type has already been illustrated
repeatedly. Successive paradigms tell us different things about
the population of the universe and about that population's behavior. They differ, that is, about such questions as the existence
of subatomic particles, the materiality of light, and the conservation of heat or of energy. These are the substantive differences
between successive paradigms, and they require no further illustration. But paradigms differ in more than substance, for they
are directed not only to nature but also back upon the science
that produced them. They are the source of the methods, problem-field, and standards of solution accepted by any mature
scientific community at any given time. As a result, the reception of a new paradigm often necessitates a redefinition of the
corresponding science. Some old problems may be relegated to
another science or declared entirely "unscientific." Others that
were previously non-existent or trivial may, with a new paradigm, become the very archetypes of significant scientific
achievement. And as the problems change, so, often, does the
standard that distinguishes a real scientific solution from a mere
metaphysical speculation, word game, or mathematical play.
The normal-scientific tradition that emerges from a scientific
revolution is not only incompatible but often actually incommensurable with that which has gone before.
The impact of Newton's work upon the normal seventeenth102
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longer thought it unscientific to speak of an electrical "displacement" without specifying what was being displaced. The result,
again, was a new set of problems and standards, one which, in
the event, had much to do with the emergence of relativity
theory. 10
These characteristic shifts in the scientific community's conception of its legitimate problems and standards would have
less significance to this essay's thesis if one could suppose that
they always occurred from some methodologically lower to
some higher type. In that case their effects, too, would seem
cumulative. No wonder that some historians have argued that
the history of science records acontinuing increase in the maturity and refinement of man's conception of the nature of science.U Yet the case for cumulative development of science's
p roblems and standards is even harder to make than the case for
_fumulation of theories. The attempt to explain gravity, though
fruitfully abandoned by most eighteenth-century scientists, was
not directed to an intrinsically illegitimate problem; the objections to innate forces were neither inherently unscientific nor
metaphysical in some pejorative sense. There are no external
standards to permit a judgment of that sort. What occurred was
neither a decline nor a raising of standards, but simply a change
demanded by the adoption of a new paradigm. Furthennore,
that change has since been reversed and could be again. In the
twentieth century Einstein succeeded in explaining gravitational attractions, and that explanation has returned science to a set
of canons and problems that are, in this particular respect, more
like those of Newton's predecessors than of his successors. Or
again, the development of quantum mechanics has reversed the
methodological prohibition that originated in the chemical revolution. Chemists now attempt, and with great success, to explain
the color, state of aggregation, and other qualities of the substances used and produced in their laboratories. A similar reverlo E . T . Whittaker, A History of the Th eories of Aether and Electricity, II
(London, 1953 ), 28-SO.
11 F or a brilliant and entirely up-to-date attempt to fit scientific development
into this Procrustean bed, see C. C. GilJjspie, The Edge of Ob;ectioity: An
Essay in the flistory of Scientific Ideas (Princeton, 1960).
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X. Revolutions as Cha nges of World View
Examining the record of past research from the vantage of
contemporary historiography, the historian of science may be
~empted to exclaim that when paradigms change, the world
Itself changes with them. Led by a new paradigm, scientistS
~dopt new instruments and look in new places. Even more
Important, during revolutions scientists see new and different
things when looking with familiar instruments in places they
have looked before. It is rather as if the professional community
had been suddenly transported to another planet where familiar objects are seen in a different light and are joined by unfamiliar ones as well. Of course, nothing of quite that sort does
occur: there is no geographical transplantation; outside the
laboratory everyday affairs usually continue as before. Nevertheless, paradigm changes do cause scientists to see the world
of their research-engagement differently. In so far as their only
recourse to that world is through what they see and do, we may
want to say that after a revolution scientists are responding.. to
a different world.
It is as elementary prototypes for these transformations of the
scientist's world that the familiar demonstrations of a switch in
visual gestalt prove so suggestive. What were ducks in the scientist's world before the revolution are rabbits afterwards. The
man who first saw the exterior of the box from above later sees
its interior from below. Transformations like these, though
usually more gradual and almost always irreversible, are common concomitants of scientific training. Looking at a contour
map, the student sees lines on paper, the cartographer a picture
of a terrain. Looking at a bubble-chamber photograph, the student sees confused and broken lines, the physicist a record of
familiar subnuclear events. Only after a number of such transformations of vision does the student become an inhabitan t of
~e scientist's world, seeing what the scientist sees and respondmg as the scientist does. The world that the student then enters
11 0

iS not, however, fixed once and for all by the nature of the environment, on the one hand, and of science, on the other.
Rather, it is determined jointly by the environment and the particular normal-scientific tradition that the student has been
trained to pursue. Therefore, at times of revolution, when the
normal-scientific tradition changes, the scientist's perception of
his environment must be re-educated-in some familiar situations he must learn to see a new gestalt. After he has done so the
world of his research will seem, here and there, incommensurable with the one he had inhabited before. That is another
reason why schools guided by different paradigms are always
slightly at cross-purposes.
In their most usual form, of course, gestalt experiments illustrate only the nature of perceptual transformations. They tell us
nothing about the role of paradigms or of previously assimilated
experience in the process of perception. But on that point there
iS a rich body of psychological literature, much of it stemming
from the pioneering work of the Hanover Institute. An experimental subject who puts on goggles fitted with inverting lenses
initially sees the entire world upside down. At the start his perceptual apparatus functions as it had been trained to function in
the absence of the goggles, and the result is extreme disorientation, an acute personal crisis. But after the subject has begun to
learn to deal with his new world, his entire visual field Hips
over, usually after an intervening period in which vision is
simply confused. Thereafter, objects are again seen as they had
been before the goggles were put on. The assimilation of a
previously anomalous visual field has reacted upon and changed
the field itse1f. 1 Literally as well as metaphorically, the man
accustomed to inverting lenses has undergone a revolutionary
transformation of vision.
The subjects of the anomalous playing-card experiment discussed in Section VI experienced a quite similar transformation.
Until taught by prolonged exposure that the universe contained
1 The original experiments were by George M. Stratton, "Vision without
Inversion of the Retinal Image," Psychological Review, IV (1897), 341--60,
463--81. A more up-to-date review is provided by Harvey A. Carr, An Introduction to Space Perceptlcn (New York, 1935), pp. 18- 57.
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anomalous cards, they saw only the types of cards for which
previous experience had equipped them. Yet once experience
had provided the requisite additional categories, they were able
to see all anomalous cards on the first inspection long enough to
permit any identification at all. Still other experiments demonstrate that the perceived size, color, and so on, of experimentally
displayed objects also varies with the subject's previous training
and experience. 2 Surveying the rich experimental literature from
which these examples are drawn makes one suspect that som~
thing like a paradigm is prerequisite to perception itself. What a
man sees depends both upon what he looks at and also upon
what his previous visual-conceptual experience has taught him
to see. In the absence of such training there can only be, in William James's phrase, "a bloomin' buzzin' confusion."
In recent years several of those concerned with the history of
science have found the sorts of experiments described above
immensely suggestive. N. R. Hanson, in particular, has used
gestalt demonstrations to elaborate some of the same consequences of scientific belief that concern me here. 8 Other colleagues have repeatedly noted that history of science would
make better and more coherent sense if one could suppose that
scientists occasionally experienced shifts of perception like
those described above. Yet, though psychological experiments
are suggestive, they cannot, in the nature of the case, be more
than that. They do display characteristics of perception that
could be central to scientific development, but they do not
demonstrate that the careful and controlled observation exercised by the research scientist at all partakes of those characteristics. Furthermore , the very nature of these experiments makes
any direct demonstration of that point impossible. If historical
example is to make these psychological experiments seem rele2 For examples, see Albert H. Hastorf. "The lnBuence of Suggestion on the
Relationsrup between Stimulus Size and Perceived Distance," j ournal of Psychology, XXIX ( 1950), 195--217; and Jerome S. Bruner, Leo Postman, and
John Rodrigues, "Expectations and the Perception of Color," American journal
of Psychology, LXIV ( 1951 ), 216-27.

3

N. R. Hanson, Patterrl3 of D iscovery (Cambridge, 1958 ), chap. i.
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lums, but they differed in their interpretations of what they both
had seen.
Let me say at once that this very usual view of what occurs
when scientists change their minds about fundamental matters·
can be neither all wrong nor a mere mistake. Rather it is an
essential part of a philosophical paradigm initiated by Descartes
and developed at the same time as Newtonian dynamics. That
paradigm has served both science and philosophy well. Its exploitation, like that of dynamics itself, has been fruitful of a
fundamental understanding that perhaps could not have been
achieved in another way. But as the example of Newtonian dynamics also indicates, even the most striking past success provides no guarantee that crisis can be indefinitely postponed. Today research in parts of philosophy, psychology, linguistics, and
even art history, all converge to suggest that the traditional
paradigm is somehow askew. That failure to fit is also made increasingly apparent by the historical study of science to which
most of our attention is necessarily directed here.
None of these crisis-promoting subjects has yet produced a
viable alternate to the traditional epistemological paradigm, but
they do begin to suggest what some of that paradigm's characeristics will be. I am, for example, acutely aware of the difficulties created by saying that when Aristotle and Galileo looked at
swinging stones, the first saw constrained fall, the second a
pendulum. The same difficulties are presented in an even more
fundamental form by the opening sentences of this section:
though the world does not change with a change of paradigm,
the scientist afterward works in a different world. Nevertheless,
I am convinced that we must learn to make sense of statements
that at least resemble these. What occurs during a scientific
revolution is not fully reducible to a reinterpretation of individual and stable data. In the first place, the data are not unequivocally stable. A pendulum is not a falling stone, nor is oxy·
gen ctephlogisticated air. Consequently, the data that scientists
collect from these diverse objects are, as we shall shortly see,
themselves different. More important, the process by which
120
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either the individual or the community makes the transition
from constrained fall to the pendulum or from dephlogisticated
air to oxygen is not one that resembles interpretation. How
could it do so in the absence of fixed data for the scientist to
interpret? Rather than being an interpreter, the scientist who
embraces a new paradigm is like the man wearing inverting
lenses. Confronting the same constellation of objects as before
and knowing that he does so, he nevertheless finds them transformed through and through in many of their details.
None of these remarks is intended to indicate that scientists
do not characteristically interpret observations and data. On the
contrary, Galileo interpreted observations on the pendulum,
Aristotle observations on falling stones, Musschenbroek observations on a charge-filled bottle, and Franklin observations on
a condenser. But each of these interpretations presupposed a
paradigm. They were parts of normal science, an enterprise
that, as we have already seen, aims to refine, extend, and articulate a paradigm that is already in existence. Section III provided many examples in which interpretation played a central
role. Those examples typify the overwhelming majority of research. In each of them the scientist, by virtue of an accepted
paradigm, knew what a datum was, what instruments might be
used to retrieve it, and what concepts were relevant to its interpretation. Given a paradigm, interpretation of data is central to
the enterprise that explores it.
But that interpretive enterprise-and this was the burden of
the paragraph before last-can only articulate a paradigm, not
~ect it. Paradigms are not corrigible by normal science at all.
Instead, as we have already seen, normal science ultimately
leads only to the recognition of anomalies and to crises. And
these are terminated, not by deliberation and interpretation,
but by a relatively sudden and unstructured event like the
. esalt switch. Scientists then often speak of the "scales falling
from the eyes" or of the "lightning flash" that "inundates" a
previously obscure puzzle, enabling its components to be seen
in a new way that for th e first time permits its solution. On other
121
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Jar form. 1 ~ He therefore measure d only weight, radius, angular
displacement, and time per swing, which were precisely the
data that could be interpret ed to yield Galileo's laws for the
pendulum. In the event, interpret ation proved ahnost unnecessary. Given Galileo's paradigms, pendulum-like regularities
were very nearly accessible to inspection. How else are we to
account for Galileo's discovery that the bob's period is entirely
independ ent of amplitude, a discovery that the normal science
stemming from Gahleo had to eradicate and that we are quite
unable to documen t today. Regularities that could not have
existed for an Aristotelian (and that are, in fact, nowhere precisely exemplified by nature) were consequences of immediate
experience for the man who saw the swinging stone as Galileo
did.
Perhaps that example is too fanciful since the Aristotelians
recorded no discussions of swinging stones. On their paradigm
it was an extraordinarily complex phenomenon. But the Aristotelians did discuss the simpler case, stones falling without uncommon constraints, and the same differences of vision are
apparent there. Contemp lating a falling stone, Aristotle saw a
change of state rather than a process. For him the relevant
measures of a motion were therefore total distance covered and
total time elapsed, parameters which yield what we should now
16
call not speed but average speed. Similarly, because the stone
was impelled by its nature to reach its final resting point, Aristotle saw the relevant distance paramete r at any instant during
the motion as the distance to the final end point rather than as
that from the origin of motion.U Those conceptual paramete rs
underlie and give sense to most of his well-known "laws of motion." Partly through the impetus paradigm, however, and partly through a doctrine known as the latitude of forms, scholastic
criticism changed this way of viewing motion. A stone moved
by impetus gained more and more of it while receding from its
"Galileo and
1~ A. Koyre, E tude~ Gallliennea (Paris, 1939), I, 46-51; and
Plato," Journal at the History at Ideas, IV (1943), 400-428.
Alexnndre
16 Kuhn, "A Function for Thought Experimen ts," in Melanges
Koyre (see n. 14 for full citation).
11 Koyre, Etudes . .. , II, 7- 11.
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starting point; distance from rather than distance to therefore
became the revelant parameter. In addition, Aristotle's notion
of speed was bifurcated by the scholastics into concepts that
soon after Galileo became our average speed and instantaneous
speed. But when seen through the paradigm of which these conceptions were a part, the falling stone, like the pendulum, exhibited its governing laws almost on inspection. Galileo was not
one of the first men to suggest that stones fall with a uniformly
accelerated motion. 18 Furthermore , he had developed his theo.
rem on this subject together with many of its consequences before he experimente d with an inclined plane. That theorem was
another one of the network of new regularities accessible to
genius in the world determined jointly by nature and by the
paradigms upon which Galileo and his contemporaries had b een
raised. Living in that world, Galileo could still, when he chose,
explain why Aristotle had seen what he did. Nevertheless, the
immediate content of Galileo's experience with falling stones
was not what Aristotle's had been.
It is, of course, by no means clear that we need be so concerned with "immediate experience"-that is, with the perceptual features that a paradigm so highlights that they surrender
their regularities almost upon inspection. Those features must
obviously change with the scientist's commitment s to paradigms, but they are far from what we ordinarily have in mind
when we speak of the raw data or the brute experience from
which scientific research is reputed to proceed. Perhaps immediate experience should be set aside as fluid, and we should
discuss instead the concrete operations and measuremen ts that
the scientist p erforms in his laboratory. Or perhaps the analysis
should be carried further still from the immediately given. It
might, for example, be conducted in terms of some neutral observation-language, perhaps one designed to conform to the
retinal imprints that mediate wh at the scientist sees. Only in
one of these ways can we hope to retrieve a realm in which experience is again stable once and for ali-in which the pendulum and constrained fall are not different perceptions but rather
18
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different interpretatio ns of the unequivocal data provided by
observation of a swinging stone.
But is sensory experience fixed and neutral? Are theories
simply man-made interpretatio ns of given data? The epistemological viewpoint that has most often guided Western philosophy for three centuries dictates an immediate and unequivocal ,
Yes! In the absence of a developed alternative, I find it impossible to relinquish entirely that viewpoint. Yet it no longer functions effectively, and the attempts to make it do so through the
introduction of a neutral language of observations now seem to
me hopeless.
The operations and measuremen ts that a scientist undertakes
in the laboratory are not "the given" of experience but rather
"the collected with difficulty." They are not what the scientist
see;=..at least not before his research is well advanced and his
attention focused. Rather, they are concrete indices to the content of more elementary perceptions, and as such they are
selected for the close scrutiny of normal research only because
they promise opportunity for the fruitful ela~oratio~ of an a~
cepted paradigm. Far more clearly than the rmmed1ate expenence from which they in part derive, operations and measurements are paradigm-de termined. Science does not deal in all
possible laboratory manipulations. Instead, it selects ~ose r~le
vant to the juxtaposition of a paradigm with the unmed1ate
experience that that paradigm has partially determined. As a
result, scientists with different paradigms engage in different
concrete laboratory manipulations. The measuremen ts to be
performed on a pendulum are not the ones relevant to a cas~ of
constrained fall. Nor are the operations relevant for the elucidation of oxygen's properties uniformly the same as th?s~ rcquir~d
when investigating the characteristics of dephlog1sticated arr.
As for a pure observation-language, perhaps one will yet be
devised. But three centuries after Descartes our hope for such
an eventuality still depends exclusively upon a th~ry of pe~
ception and of the mind. And modern psycho~oglCal_ expenmentation is rapidly proliferating phenomena With which that
theory can scarcely deal. The duck-rabbit shows that two men
125
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experimentalist, and his view of the relation between mixtures
and compounds was very close to Dalton's. But it is hard to
make nature fit a paradigm. That is why the puzzles of normal
cience are so challenging and also why measurements undertaken without a paradigm so seldom lead to any conclusions at
all. Chemists could not, therefore, simply accept Dalton's theory
on the evidence, for much of that was still negative. Instead,
even after accepting the theory, they had still to beat nature
into line, a process which, in the event, took a1most another
generation. yvhen i was done, even the percentage composition
of well-known compounds was different. l;'he data themselves
had changed. That is the last of the senses in which we may
want to say that after a revolution scientists work in a different
world.
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XI. The Invisibility of Revolutions
We must still ask how scientific revolutions close. Before doing
so, however, a last attempt to reinforce conviction about their
existence and nature seems called for. I have so far tried to
display revolutions by illustration, and the examples could be
multiplied ad nauseam. But clearly, most of them, which were
deliberately selected for their familiarity, have customarily been
viewed not as revolutions but as additions to scientific knowledge. That same view could equally well be taken of any additional illustrations, and these would probably be ineffective. I
suggest that there are excellent reasons why revolutions have
proved to be so nearly invisible. Both scientists and laymen take
much of their image of creative scientific activity from an authoritative source that systematically disguises-partly for important functional reasons-the existence and significance of
scientific revolutions. Only when the nature of that authority
is recognized and analyzed can one hope to make historical
example fully effective. Furthermore, though the point can be
fully developed only in my concluding section, the analysis now
required will begin to indicate one of the aspects of scientific
work that most clearly distinguishes it from every other creative
pursuit except perhaps theology.
As the source of auThority, I have in mind principally textbooks of science together with both the popularizations and the
philosophical works modeled on them. All three of these categories-until recently no other significant sources of information
about science have been available except through the practice
of research-have one thing in common. They address themselves to an already articulated body of problems, data, and
theory, most often to the particular set of paradigms to which
the scientific community is committed at the time they are written. Textbooks themselves aim to communicate the vocabulary
and syntax of a contemporary scientific language. Popularizations attempt to describe these same applications in a language
135
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chapter or, more often, in scattered references to the gre~t heroes
of an earlier age. From such references both students and professionals come to feel like participan ts in a long-standing historical tradition. Yet the textbook -derived tradition in which
scientists come to sense their p.articipation is one that, in fact,
never existed. For reasons that are both obvious and highly
functional, science textbooks (and too many of the older histories of science) refer only to that part of the work of past
scientists that can easily be viewed as contributions to the statement and solution of the texts' paradigm problems. Partly by
selection and partly by distortion, the scientists of earlier ages
are implicitly represente d as having worked upon the same set
of fixed problems and in accordance with the same set of fixed
canons that the most recent revolution in scientific theory and
method has made seem scientific. No wonder that textbooks
and the historical tradition they imply have to be rewritten after
each scientific revolution. And no wonder that, as they are rewritten, science once again comes to seem largely cumulative.
Scientists are not, of course, the only group that tends to see
its discipline's past developing linearly toward its present vantage. The temptation to write history backward is both omnipresent and perennial. But scientists are more affected by the
temptation to rewrite history, partly because the results of scientific research show no obvious dependenc e upon the historical
context of the inquiry, and partly because, except during crisis
and revolution, the scientist's contemporary position seems so
secure. More historical detail, whether of science's present or
of its past, or more responsibility to the historical details that
are presented, could only give artificial status to human idiosyncrasy, error, and confusion. Why dignify what science's best
and most persistent efforts have made it possible to discard?
The depreciati on of historical fact · deeply, and probably funct.lciilally, ingrained in e ideology of the scientific profession,
the same profession that places the highest of all values upon
factual details of other sorts. Whitehea d caught the unhistorical
spirit of the scientific community when he wrote, "A science
that hesitates to forget its founders is lost." Yet he was not quite
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traced back to the historic beginning of the science within
which they now occur. Earlier generations pursued their own
problems with their own instruments and their own canons of
solution. Nor is it just the problems that have changed. Rather
the whole network of fact and theory that the textbook paradigm fits to nature has shifted. Is the constancy of chemical
composition, for example, a mere fact of experience that chemists could have discovered by experiment within any one of the
worlds within which chemists have practiced? Or is it rather
one element-an d an indubitable one, at that-in a new fabric
of associated fact and theory that Dalton fitted to the earlier
chemical experience as a whole, changing that experience in the
process? Or by the same token, is the constant acceleration produced by a constant force a mere fact that students of dynamics
have always sought, or is it rather the answer to a question that
first arose only within Newtonian theory and that that theory
could answer from the body of information available before the
question was asked?
These questions are here asked about what appear as the
piecemeal-discovered facts of a textbook presentation. But obviously, they have implications as well for what the text presents
as theories. Those theories, of course, do "fit the facts," bu_tonly
by transforming previously accessible information into facts
at, for the preceding paradigm, had not existed at all. And
that means that theories too do not evolve piecemeal to fit facts
that were there all the time. Rather, they ~merge to ether with
the facts they fit from a revolutionary reformulation of the pre ceding scientific tradition, a tradition within which the knowledge-mediat ed relationship between the scientist and nature
was not quite the same.
One last example may clarify this account of the impact of
textbook presentation upon our image of scientific development.
Every elementary chemistry text must discuss the concept of a
chemical element. Almost always, when that notion is introduced, its origin is attributed to the seventeenth-century chemist, Robert Boyle, in whose Sceptical Chymist the attentive
reader will find a definition of 'element' quite close to that in
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The textbooks we have just been discussing are produced
only in the aftermath of a scientific revolution. They are the
bases for a new tradition of normal science. In taking up the
question of their structure we have clearly missed a step. What
is the process by which a new cand~date for paradigm replaces
its predecessor? Any new interpreta tion of nature, whether a
discovery or a theory, emerges first in the mind of one or a few
individuals. It is they who first learn to see science and the
world differently, and their ability to make the transition is facilitated by two circumstances that are not common to most
other members of their profession. Invariably their attention
has been intensely concentra ted upon the crisis-provoking problems; usually, in addition, they are men so young or so new to
the crisis-ridden field that practice has committed them less
deeply than most of their contemporaries to the world view and
rules determine d by the old paradigm. How are they able, what
must they do, to convert the entire profession or the relevant
professional subgroup to their way of seeing science and the
world? What causes the group to abandon one tradition of
normal research in favor of another?
To see the urgency of those questions, remember that they
are the only reconstructions the historian can supply for the
philosopher's inquiry about the testing, verification, or falsification of established scientific theories. In so far as he is engaged in normal science, the research worke is a s_olver of
uzzles, p ot a tester of paradigms . Though he may, during the
sear for a particular puzzle's solution, try out a number of
alternative approaches, rejecting those that fail to yield the desired result, he is not testing the paradigm when he does so.
Instead he is like the chess player who, with a problem stated
and the board physically or mentally before him, tries out various alternative moves in the search for a solution. These trial
attempts, whether by the chess player or by the scientist, are
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tri~ only of themselves, not of erules of the game. They are
posstble only so long as the paradigm itself is taken for granted.
Therefore, paradigm-testing occurs only after persistent failure
to solve a noteworthy puzzle has given rise to crisis. And even
then it occurs only after the sense of crisis has evoked an altern.ate candidate ~or paradigm. In the sciences the testing situation never consists, as puzzle-solving does, ~imply m the comparison of a single paradigm with nature. Instead, testing occurs
as pa.rt of the comp~titi~n between two rival paradigms for the
allegtance of the scientific community.
Closely examined, this formulation displays unexpected and
probably significant parallels to two of the most popular contemporary .E_hilosophical th 'es ~ut verification. F ew philosophers of science still seek absolute cilieria for the verification
of scientific theories. Noting that no theory can ever be exposed
to all po~sible relevant tests, they ask EQL_whe~r a theory has
been verified but rather about its probability in the light of the
evidence that actually exists. Ana to answer that question one
important school is driven to compare the ability of different
theories to explain the evidence at hand. That insistence on
comparing theories also characterizes the historical situation in
which a new theory is accepted. Very probably it points one of
the directions in which future discussions of verification should
go.
In their most usual forms, however, probabilistic verification
theories all have recourse to one or another of the pure or neutra.l. o~servation-languages discussed in Section X. One proba~thshc theory asks that we compare the given scientific theory
With all others that might be imagined to fit the same collection
of ~bserved data. Another demands the construction in imagina.hon of all the tests that ~e given scientific theory might conceivably be asked to pass. Apparently some such construction
is necessary for the computation of specific probabilities, absolute or relative, and it is hard to see how such a construction can
1 For a brief sketch of the main routes to probabilistic verification theories
see .Ernest Nagel, Pr~nciples ~f the Theory of Probability, Vol. I, No. 6, of Inter~
nataonal Encyclopedw of Untfied Science, pp. 60-75.
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possibly be achieved. If, as I have already urged, there cart be
no scientifically or empirically neutral system of language or
concepts, then the proposed construction of alternate tests and
theories must proceed from within one or another paradigmbased tradition. Thus restricted it would have no access to all
possible experiences or to all possible theories. As a result, probabilistic theoties disguise the verification situation as much as
they illuminate it. Though that situation does, as they insist,
-depend upon the comparison of theories and of much widespread evidence, the theories and observations at issue are always closely related to ones already in existence. Verification is
~ n tural selection:_it picks out the most viable among the
actual alternatives in a particular historical situation. Whether
that choice is the best that could have been made if still other
alternatives had been available or if the data had been of another sort is not a question that can usefully be asked. There
are no tools to employ in seeking answers to it.
A very different approach to this whole network of problems
has been developed by Karl R. P~pper w)10 denies the existence
of any verification procedures at all. 2 Instead, he emphasizes the
importance o£tralsificatio , i.e., of the test that, because its outcome is negative, necessitates the rejection of an established
theory_. Clearly, the role thus attributed to falsification is much
like the one this essay assigns to anomalous experiences, i.e., to
experiences that, by evokirlg crisis, prepare the way for a new
theory. Nevertheless, anomalous experiences may not be identified with falsifying ones. Indee2z I doubt that the latter exist.
As has repeatedly been emphasized before, no theory ever
solves all the puzzles with which it is confronted at a given time;
nor are the solutions already achieved often perfect. On the
contrary, it is just the incompleteness and imperfection of the
existing data-theory fit that, at any time, define many of the
puzzles that characterize normal science. If any and every failure to fit were ground for theory rejection, all theories ought to
be rejected ~t all times. On the other hand, if only severe failure
2 K. R. Popper, The Logic of Sc:Umtific Discovery (New York, 1959), esp.
chaps. 1-lv.
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cipia appeared. 8 Priestley never accepted the oxygen theory, nor
Lord Kelvin the electromagnetic theory, and so on. The difficulties of conversion have often been noted by scientists themselves. Darwin, in a particularly perceptive passage at the end
of his Origin of Species, wrote: "Although I am fully convinced
of the truth of the views given in this volume ... , I by no means
expect to convince experienced naturalists whose minds are
stocked with a multitude of facts all viewed, during a long
course of years, from a point of view directly opposite to mine .
. . . [B]ut I look with confidence to the future,-to young and
rising naturalists, who will be able to view both sides of the
question with impartiality."7 And Max Planck, surveying his
own career in his Scientific Autobiography , sadly remarked that
"a new scientific truth does not triumph by convincing its opponents and making them see the light, but rather because its
opponents eventually die, and a new generation grows up that
is familiar with it."8
These facts and others like them are too commonly known to
need further emphasis. But they do need re-evaluation. In the
past they have most often been taken to indicate that scientists,
being only human, cannot always admit their errors, even when
confronted with strict proof. I would argue, rather, that in these
matte~ither proof ~or error is at issue. ~nsfer of alle_giance fom paradigm to paradigm is a conversion experience
that cannot be forced . Lifelong resistance, particularly from
those whose productive careers have committed them to an
older tradition of normal science, is not a violation of scientific
standards but an index to the nature of scientific research itself.
The source of resistance is the assurance that the older paradigm
will ultimately solve all its problems, that nature can be shoved
8 I. B. Cohen, Franklin and Newton: An Inquiry into Speculative Newtonian
Experimental Science and Franklin's Work In Electricity as an Example Thereof (Philadelphia, 1956), pp. 93-94.
7 Charles Darwin, On the Origin of Species . . . (authorized edition from
6th English ed.; New York, 1889), II, 295-96.
8 Max Planck, Scientific Autobiography and Other Papers, trans. F. Gaynor
(New York, 1949), pp. 33-34.
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XIII. Progress through Revolutions
The preceding pages have carried my schematic description
of scientific development as far as it can go in this essay. Nevertheless, they cannot quite provide a conclusion. If this description has at all caught the essential structure of a science's continuing evolution, it will simultaneously have posed a special
problem: Why should the enterprise sketched above move
steadily ahead as, say, art, political theory, or philosophy does
not? Why is .2ro~ess a perquisite reserved almost ex.clusively
for the activities we call science? The most usual answers to that
question have been denied in the body of this essay. We must
conclude it by asking whether substitutes can be found.
Notice immediately that part of the question is entirely
semantic. To a very great extent the term 'science' is reserved for
fields that do progress in obvious ways. Nowhere does this show
more clearly than in the recurrent debates about whether one or
another of the contemporary social sciences is really a science.
These debates have parallels in the pre-paradigm periods of
fields that are today unhesitatingly labeled science. Their ostensible issue throughout is a definition of that vexing term. Men
argue that psychology, for example, is a science because it
possesses such and such characteristics. Others counter that
those characteristics are either unnecessary or not sufficient to
make a field a science. Often great energy is invested, great passion aroused, and the outsider is at a loss to know why. Can very
much depend upon a definition of 'science'? Can a definition tell
a man whether he is a scientist or not? If so, why do not natural
scientists or artists worry about the definition of the term? Inevitably one suspects that the issue is more fundamental. Probably questions like the following are really being asked: Why
does my field fail to move ahead in the way that, say, physics
does? What changes in technique or method or ideology would
enable it to do so? These are not, however, questions that could
respond to an agreement on definition. Furthermore, if prece159
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It can, however, only clarify, not solve, our present difficulty
to recognize that we tend to see as science any field in which
pro ress is marked. There remains the problem of understanding
why progress should be so noteworthy a characteristic of an
enterprise conducted with the techniques and goals this essay
has described. That question proves to be several in one, and
we shall have to consider each of them separately. In all cases
but the last, however, their resolution will depend in part upon
an inversion of our normal view of the relation between scientific activity and the community that practices it. We must learn
to recognize as causes what have ordinarily been taken to be
effects. If we can do that, the phrases 'scientific progress' and
even 'scientific objectivity' may come to seem in part redundant.
In fact, one aspect of the redundancy has just been illustrated.
Does a field make progress because it is a science, or is it a
science because it makes progress?
Ask now why an enterprise like normal science should progress, and begin by recalling a few of its most salient characteristics. Normally, the members of a mature scientific community
work from a single paradigm or from a closely related set. Very
rarely do different scientific communities investigate the same
problems. In th ose exceptional cases the groups hold several
major paradigms in common. Viewed from within any single
commun ity, however, whether of scientists or of non-scientists,
the result of successful creative work is progress. How could it
possibly be anyth ing else? We have, for example, just noted that
wh ile artists aimed at represen tation as their goal, both critics
and historians chron icled the progress of th e apparently united
group. Other creative fi elds display progress of the same sort.
The theologian who articulates dogma or the philosopher who
refines the Kantian imperatives contributes to progress, if only
to that of th e group that shares his premises. No creative school
recognizes a ca tegory of work that is, on the one hand, a creative
success, but is not, on the other, an addition to the collective
achievement of the group. If we doubt, as many do, that nonscientific fi elds make progress, that cannot be because individual
schools make none. Rather, it must be because there are always
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the subtlest and most esoteric of the pheno mena that conce
rn it.
Inevitably, that does increase both the effectiveness
and the
efficiency with which the group as a whole solves new proble
ms.
Other aspects of professional life in the sciences enhan
ce this
very special efficiency still further.
Some of these are consequences o
e un aralleled insulation
of matur e scientific communities jrQQl !h.t, dema n s o
tne aity
and of everyday life. That insulation has never been comp
letewe are now discussing matte rs of degree. Nevertheless,
ere are
no other_professional communities in which individual
creative
work is so exclusively addressed to and evalu ated by other
members of the profession. The most esoteric of poets or the most
abstract of theologians is far more concerned than the
scientist
with lay approbation of his creative work, though he
may be
even less concerned with approbation in general. That
difference proves consequential. Just because he is working
only for
an audie nce of colleagues, an audience that shares
his own
values and beliefs, the scientist can take a single set of stand
ards
for grante d. He need not worry about what some other
group or
school will think and can therefore dispose of one proble
m and
get on to the next more quickly than those who work for
a more
heterodox group. Even more important, the insulation
of the
scienti£c community from society permits the individual
scientist to conce ntrate his attent ion upon problems that he has
good
reason to believe he will be able to solve. Unlike the engin
eer,
and many doctors, and most theologians, the scientist need
not
choose problems because they urgently need solution and
without regard for the tools available to solve them. In this
respect,
also, the contrast betwe en natura l scientists and many
social
scientists proves instructive. The latter often tend, as the
former
almost never do, to defend their choice of a research probl
eme.g., the effects of racial discrimination or the causes
of the
business cycle -chief ly in terms of the social importance
of
achieving a solution. Which group would one then expec
t to
solve problems at a more rapid rate?
The effects of insulation from the larger society are greatl
y
intensified by anoth er characteristic of the professional scient
ific
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Of course, it is a narrow and rigid education, probably more so
than any other except perhaps in orthodox theology. But for
normal-scientific work, for puzzle-solving within the tradition
that the textbooks define, the scientist is almost perfectly
equipped. Furthermo re, he is well equipped for another task
as well-the generation through normal science of significant
crises. When they arise, the scientist is not, of course, equally
well prepared. Even though prolonged crises are probably reflected in less rigid education al practice, scientific training is
not well designed to produce the man who will easily discover
a fresh approach. But so long as somebody appears with a new
candidate for paradigm -usually a young man or one new to the
field-the loss due to rigidity accrues only to the individual.
Given a generation in which to effect the change, individual
rigidity is compatibl e with a communit y that can switch from
paradigm to paradigm when the occasion demands. Particularly, it is compatibl e when that very rigidity provides the community with a sensitive indicator that something has gone
wrong.
In its normal state, then, a scientific communit y is an immensely efficien t instrumen t for solving th e problems or puzzles
that its paradigms define. Furthermo re, the result gf_g>lving
those problems must inevitably be progress. There is no problem
here. Seeing that much, however, only highlights the second
main part of the problem of progress in the sciences. Let us
therefore turn to it and ask about progress through extraordinary science. Why should progress also be the apparently universal concomita nt of scientific revolutions? Once again, there
is much to be learned by asking what else the result of a revolution could be. Revolutions close with a total victory for one of
the two o posin_g camps. Will that group ever say that the result
of its victory has been something less th an progress? That wou ld
be rather like admitting that they had been wrong and their
opponents right. To h em at least, the outcome of revolution
pmst be progress, and they are in an excellent position to make
certain that future members of their communit y will see past
history in the same way. Section XI described in detail the tech-
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niques by which this is accomplished, and we have just recurred to a closely related aspect of professional scientific life.
When it repudiates a past paradigm, a scientific community
simultaneously renounces, as a fit subject for professional
scru tiny, mo t of the books and articles in which that paradigm
had been embodied. Scientific education makes use of no
equivalent for the art museum or the library of classics, and th e
result is a sometimes drastic distortion in the scientist's perception of his discipline's past. More than the practitioners of other
creative fields, he comes to see it as leading in a straight line to
the discipline's present vantage. In short, he comes to see it as
progress. No alternative is available to him while he remains in
.th e fi eld.
Inevitably those remarks will suggest that th e member of a
mature scientific commu nity is, like the typical character of
Orwell's 1984, the victim of a history rewritten by the powers
that be. Furthermore , that sugges tion is not altogether inappropriate. There are losses as well as gains in scientific revolutions, and scientists tend to be peculiarly blind to the former. 3
On the other hand, no explanation of progress through revolutions may stop at this point. To do so would be to imply that in
the sciences might makes right, a formulation which would
again not be entirely wrong if it did not suppress the nature of
the process and of th e authority by which the choice between
paradigms is made. If authority alone, and particularly if nonprofessional authority, were the arbiter of paradigm debates,
the outcome of those debates might still be revolution, but it
would not be scientific revolution . The very existence of science
depends upon vesting the power to choose between paradigms
in th e members of a special kind of community. Just how special
that community must be if science is to survive and grow may
be indicated by th e very tenuousness of humanity's hold on the
scientific enterprise. Every civilization of which we have records
a Historians of science often encounter this blindness in a particularly striking
form . The group of studen ts who come to th em from the sciences is very often
the most rewardjng group they teach. But it is also usually the most frustrating
at the start. Beca use science students "know the right answers," it is particularly
difficult to make them analyze an older science in its own terms.
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has possessed a technology, an art, a religion, a political system,
laws, and so on. In many cases those facets of civilization have
been as developed as our own. But only the civilizations that
descend from H ellen ic Greece have possessed more than the
most rudiment~ sci; nce. The bulk of scientific knowledge is a
product of Eur pe in the last four centuries. N~ ~ther place a.nd
time has su.Pported the very special commumhes from whiCh
scientific productivity comes.
..
What are the essential characteristics of these commumhes ?
Obviously, they need vastly more study. In this area only the
most tentative generalizations are possible. Nevertheless, a
number of requisites for membership in a professional scientific
group must already be strikingly clear. The scientist must, for
example, be concerned to solve problems about the behavior of
nature. In addition, though his concern with nature may be
global in its extent, the problems on which h~ works must. be
problems of detail. More important, the solut10ns that satisfy
him may not be merely personal but must instead be accepted
as solutions by many. The group that shares them may not,
however, be drawn at random from society as a whole, but is
rather the well-defined community of the scientist's professional
compeers. One of the strongest, if still unwritten, rules of scientific life is the prohibition of appeals to heads of state or to ~e
populace at large in matters scientific. Recognition of the existence of a uniquely competent professional group and acceptance of its role as the exclusive arbiter of professional achievement has further implications. The group's members, as individuals and by virtue of their s ared training and experience,
must be seen as the sole possessors of the rules of the game or of
some equivalent basis for unequivocal judgments. To doubt
that they shared some such basis for evaluations would be to
admit the existence of incompatibl e standards of scientific
achievement. That admission would inevitably raise the question whether truth in the sciences can be one.
This small list of characteristics common to scientific communities has been drawn entirely from the practice of normal
science, and it should have been. That is the activity for which
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the scientist is ordinarily trained. Note, however, that despite
its small size the list is already sufficient to set such communities
apart from all other professional groups. And note, in addition,
that despite its source in normal science the list accounts for
many special features of the group's response during revolutions
and particularly during paradigm debates. We have already observed that a group of this sort must see a paradigm change as
progress. Now we may recognize that the perception is, in
important respects, self-fulfilling. The scientific community is a
supremely efficient instrument for maximizing the number and
precision of the problem solved through paradigm change.
Because the unit of scientific achievement is the solved problem and because the group knows well which problems have
already been solved, few scientists will easily be persuaded to
a<lopt a viewpoint that again opens to question many problems
that had previously been solved. Nature itself must first undermine professional security by making prior achievements seem
problematic. Furthermore, even when that has occurred and a
new candidate for paradigm has been evoked, scien tists will be
reluctant to embrace it unless convinced that two all-important
conditions are being met. First, the new candida te must seem
to resolve some outstanding and generally recogn ized problem
th at can be met in no other way. Second, the new paradigm
mus t promise to preserve a relatively large part of the concrete
problem-solving ability tha t has accrued to science through its
predecessors. ~elty for its own sake is not a de ideratum in
th e sciences as it is in so many oth er creative fields. As a resu lt,
though new paradigms seldom or never possess all the capabilities of th eir predecessors, they usuall y preserve a grea t deal of
th e most concrete parts of past ach ievement and th ey always
permit additional concrete problem-solutio ns bes ides.
To say this mu ch is not to suggest that th e ability to solve
problems is eith er the uniq ue or an unequi vocal basis fo r paradi gm choice. We have already noted many reasons why th ere
can be no criterion of th at sort. But it does suggest that a community of scientifi c spec ialists will do all th at it ca n to ensure
th e continuing growth of th e assembl ed data th at it can trea t
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with precision and detail. In the process the community will
sustain losses. Often some old problems must be banished. Frequently, in addition, revolution narrows the scope of the community's professional concerns, increases the extent of its specialization, and attenuates its communication with other
groups, both scientific and lay. Though science surely grows in
depth, it may not grow in breadth as well. If it does so, that
breadth is manifest mainly in the proliferation of scientific specialties, not in the scope of any single specialty alone. Yet despite these and other losses to the individual communities, the
nature of such communities provides a virtual guarantee that
both the list of problems solved by science and the precision of
individual problem-solutions will grow and grow. At least, the
nature of the community provides such a guarantee if there is
any way at all in which it can be provided. What better criterion
than the decision of the scientific group could there be?
These last paragraphs point the directions in which I believe
a more refined solution of the problem of progress in the sciences must be sought. Perhaps they indicate th at scientific progress is not quite what we had taken it to be. But they simultaneously show that a sort of progress will inevitably characterize
the scientific enterprise so long as such an enterprise survives.
In the sciences there need not be progress of another sort. We
rna , to be more precise, have to relin uish the notion, explicit
or implicit, th at changes of paradigm carry scientists and those
who learn from them closer and closer to the truth.
It is now time to notice that until the last very few pages the
term \ truth' had en tered this essay only in a quotation from
Francis Bacon . And even in those pages it entered only as a
source for the scientist's conviction that incompatible rules for
doing science cannot coexist except during revolutions when
the profession's main task is to eliminate all sets but one. The
developmental process described in this essay has been a
process of evolution from primitive beginnings-a process
whose success ive stages are c aracterized by an increasingly detailed and refin ed understanding of nature.J3ut nothing that has
been or will be said makes it a process of evolutiorr toward any169
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thing. Inevitably that lacuna will have disturbed many readers.
We are all deeply accustomed to seeing science as the one enterprise that draws constantly nearer to some goal set by nature in
advance.
But_n.eed there be ~ny such goal? Can we not account for
both science's existence and its success in terms of evolution
from the community's state of knowledge at any given time?
Does it really help to imagine that there is some one full, objective, true account of nature and that the proper measure of
scientific achievement is the extent to which it brings us closer
to that ultimate goal? If we can learn to substitute evolutionfrom-what-we-do-know for evolution-toward-what-we-wish-toknow, a number of vexing problems may vanish in the process.
Somewhere in this maze, for example, must lie the problem of
induction.
I cannot yet specify in any detail the consequences of this
alternate view of scientific advance. But it helps to recognize
that the conceptual transposition here recommended is very
close to one that the West undertook just a century ago. It is
particularly helpful because in both cases the main obstacle to
transposition is the same. When Darwin first published his
theory of evolution by natural selection in 1859, what most
bothered many professionals was neither the notion of species
change nor the possible descent of man from apes. The evidence
pointing to evolution, including the evolution of man, had beev
accumulating for decades, and the idea of evolution had been
suggested and widely disseminated before. Though evolution,
as such, did encounter resistance, particularly fro.n some religious groups, it was by no means the greatest of th -~ difficulties
the Darwinians faced. That difficulty stemmed from an idea that
was more nearly Darwin's own:..__All the well-known pre-Darwinian_ evolutionary theories-those of Lamarck, Chambers, Spencer, and the German Naturphilosophen-had taken evolution to
be a goal-directed process. The "idea" of man and of the contemporary flora and fauna was thought to have been present
from the first creation of life, perhaps in the mind of God. That
idea or plan had provided the direction and the guiding force to
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the entire evolutionary process. Each new stage of evolutionary
development was a more perfect realization of a plan that had
been present from the start.•
For many men the abolition of that teleological kind of evolution was the most significant and least palatable of Darwin's
suggestions.G The Origin of Species recognized no goal set either
_by God or nature. Instead, natural selection, operating in the
given environment and with the actual organisms presently at
hand, was responsible for the gradual but steady emergence of
more elaborate, further articulated, and vastly more specialized
organisms. Even such marvelously adapted organs as the eye
and hand of man-or ~whose design had previously provided
powerful arguments for the existence of a supreme artificer and
an advance plan-were products of a process that moved steadily _fr_o;n prim~begjnnings but toward no goal. The belief
that natural selection, resulting from mere competition between
organisms for survival, could have produced man together with
the higher animals and plants was the most difficult and disturbing aspect of Darwin's theory. What could 'evolution,' 'development,' and 'progress' mean in the absence of a specified goal? To
many people, such terms suddenly seemed self-contradictory.
The analogy that relates the evolution of organisms to the evolutiol) of scientific ideas can easily be pushed too far. But with
respect to the issues of this closing section it is very nearly perfect. The process described in Section XII as the resolution of
revolutions is the selection by conflict within the scientific community of the fittest way to practice future science. The net
result ~f a sequence of such revolutionary selections, separated
by. penods of normal research, is the wonderfully adapted set
of mstruments we call modern scientific knowledge. Successive
stages in that developmental process are marked by an increase
in articulation and specialization:_And the entire process may
have occurred, as we now suppose biological evolution did,
4 Loren Eiseley, Darwin's Century: Evolutlan and the Men Wha Discovered
It (New York, 1958), chaps. ii, iv- v.
G For a particularly acute account of one prominent Darwinjan's struggle with
thjs problem, see A. Hunter Dupree, Asa Gray, 1810-1888 (Cambridge, Mass.
I
1959),pp.295-306,355-83.
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without benefit of a set goal, a permanent fixed scientific truth,
of which each stage in the development of scientific knowledge
is a better exemplar.
Anyone who has followed the argument this far will nevertheless feel the need to ask why the evolutionary process should
work. What must nature, including man, be like in order that
-science be possible at all? Why should scientific communities be
able to reach a firm consensus unattainable in other fields? Why
should consensus endure across one paradigm change after
another? And why should paradigm change invariably produce
an instrument more perfect in any sense than those known before? From one point of view those questions, excepting the
first, have already been answered. But from another they are as
open as they were when this essay began. It is not only the
scientific community that must be special. The world of which
that community is a part must also possess quite special characteristics, and we are no closer than we were at the start to knowing what these must be. That problem-What must the world be
like in order that man may know it?-was not, however, created
by tnis essay. On the contrary, it is as old as science itself, and it
remains unanswered. But it need not be answered in this place.
Any conception of nature compatible with the growth of science
by proof is compatible with the evolutionary view of science developed here. Since this view is also compatible with close observation of scientific life, there are strong arguments for employing it in attempts to solve the host of problems that still
remain.
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